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AC OUTPUT MODULES

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The AC output modules function as discrete switching
devices between user AC power sources and user loads.
The modules are available in two versions: 11 S Vac and
230 Vac. The features and benefits of these modules are
summarized in Table 1.

A module contains eight outputs, divided into two
groups, each group capable of connecting a common
power source. Each output circuit utilizes a TRIAC as a
switching device that connects the associated output
terminal to the high side of the user power source when
the output is in the ON state.

Provision is made in the Series Six Programmable Con-
troller (PC)  to automatically disable the outputs of the
AC Output modules in the event of an Input/Output I/O
chain failure or a Central Processor Unit (CPU) failure.

Visible through a lens on the faceplate are pairs of neon
lamps associated with each output. One lamp indicates
that the output is in the ON state; the other indicates the
status of a fuse also included in each of the eight output
circuits.

TABLE 1. FEATURES AND BENEFITS

FEATURES

Two modules available:
??115Vac
?? 230Vac

BENEFITS

Useful in a variety of applications

Indicator lights for each output:
??ON/OFF light
?? Blown Fuse light

Simplifies troubleshooting.

Eight inputs per module.

Optically-coupled inputs.

Efficient use of I/O rack space.

Provides electrical isolation between power sources
and Series Six PC.

* Solenoids

* Indicator lights

APPLICATIONS

* Motors

* Motor starters
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@  Terminal Cover

02  User Terminal Block:
Accepts connections from user output devices and
the AC power source(s). See the “Installation”
section of this Data Sheet.

03 Circuit-Board Terminal Block:
Mates with the user termina1  block.

@  Output Lights: 1 through 8

Off: Corresponding output is in the ON state.

Off: Corresponding output is in the OFF state.

0 BF (Blown Fuse) Lights

On: The fuse for corresponding output is open
(blown).

Off: The fuse for corresponding output is OK.

@ Output-Circuit Fuses (3 A normal blow).

FIGURE 2. USER ITEMS (Part 2 of 2)

INSTALLATION

The AC Output modules can be installed in an I/O rack or
the I/O rack section of the Model 60  Central Processor
Unit (CPU). Follow these steps:

In reference to Figure 3, note that wires connected
to the N1 terminals are at the same potential, as
are wires connected to the N2 terminals.

Set the Dual-In-Line Package (DIP) switches
directly behind the card slot on the rack backplane
to establish the correct correspondence between
the input terminals on this module and a group of
eight consecutive input numbers in the user
program. For further information on I/O  DIP
switch settings. refer to the lnstallation section of
the Series Six Installation and Maintenance
Manual (GEK-25361).

Use the extraction/insertion tool furnished with
the Series Six CPU to insert (or remove> this
module in the card slot.

Guide the faceplate over the circuit board so that
the terminals near the bottom of each are mated;
secure the faceplate to the rack using the thumb-
screws at the top and bottom.

Refer to Figure 3. Connect one side of the user cir-
cuit to the appropriate input terminal (1  through
8).  Circuits connected to inputs 1 through 4 must
have their opposite sides connected to either of the
Nl terminals. Likewise, circuit connected to inputs
5 through 8 must have their opposite sides connect-
ed to either of the N2 terminals.

Each input terminal can accommodate one No. 12
AWG wire or two No. 14 AWG wires.

5 . Guide the terminal cover onto the top of the termi-
nal block, then slide it downward over the
terminals.

A markable  area is provided on the plastic lens beside
each Light-Emitting Diode (LED) for noting the function
or source of each input. The faceplates are color coded:

Yellow:
Red:

115 Vac
230 Vac




